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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welche der folgenden Aussagen zum iterativen und inkrementellen

Design sind richtig? Bitte nennen Sie die drei Aussagen, die am
besten passen. (WÃ¤hlen Sie drei aus.)
A. Iterationen helfen, mit Unsicherheiten umzugehen.
B. Wenn iteratives Design verwendet wird; Der Kunde wird
weniger involviert sein.
C. Iteratives Design fÃ¼hrt zu ProjektverzÃ¶gerungen.
D. Wenn der inkrementelle Ansatz verwendet wird, werden Risiken
zu einem spÃ¤teren Zeitpunkt erkannt.
E. Wenn inkrementelles Design verwendet wird;
SchlÃ¼sselfunktionalitÃ¤t wird so frÃ¼h wie mÃ¶glich
berÃ¼cksichtigt.
F. Der iterative Ansatz hilft, Entwurfsprobleme in einem
frÃ¼heren Stadium zu erkennen.
Answer: A,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
You create a custom entity to manage specific types of
services. You need to start scheduling resources for work
related to the entity.
What should you do?
A. Add the custom entity to the schedule board.
B. Enable the custom entity for scheduling using universal
scheduling.
C. Use work orders instead of the custom entity.
D. Create a relationship between the custom entity and Booking
Resources entities.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Section: (none)

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Step 1: Configure Blob storage as input; select items with the

TIMESTAMP BY clause The default timestamp of Blob storage
events in Stream Analytics is the timestamp that the blob was
last modified, which is BlobLastModifiedUtcTime. To process the
data as a stream using a timestamp in the event payload, you
must use the TIMESTAMP BY keyword.
Example:
The following is a TIMESTAMP BY example which uses the
EntryTime column as the application time for events:
SELECT TollId, EntryTime AS VehicleEntryTime, LicensePlate,
State, Make, Model, VehicleType, VehicleWeight, Toll, Tag FROM
TollTagEntry TIMESTAMP BY EntryTime Step 2: Set up cosmos DB as
the output Creating Cosmos DB as an output in Stream Analytics
generates a prompt for information as seen below.
Step 3: Create a query statement with the SELECT INTO
statement.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/stream-analytics/streamanalytics-define-inputs
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